
 
 
News Release 

 

Nomura Appoints Kevin Connors as Global Head of FX & EM Sales 
and EMEA Head of FX & EM 

London, March 22, 2021—Nomura Europe Holdings plc. (NEHS), part of Asia’s global investment 

bank, has appointed Kevin Connors as Global Head of FX & EM Sales and EMEA Head of FX & 

EM, with immediate effect.   

 

Based in London, Connors will report to John Goff, Head of Global Markets, EMEA and Rig 

Karkhanis, Deputy Head of Global Markets and Global Head of FX & EM. 

 

In this newly created position, Kevin will be responsible for driving the evolution of Nomura’s Global 

FX & EM client franchise. In addition, he will manage the bank’s European FX & EM business 

across trading and sales. 

 

Connors joins Nomura from Commodities World Capital where he was CEO. He has also 

previously held senior roles at Bank of America Merrill Lynch and Goldman Sachs, where he was 

Global Head of FX Sales and Co-Head of FX Sales, respectively.  

 

John Goff, Head of Global Markets, EMEA, said: “Kevin’s experience and expertise on both the 

buy and sell side will provide us with invaluable insight as Nomura continues to develop its market-

leading global FX and EM proposition. We’re delighted to welcome him to the team.” 

 

“We have strong momentum behind our global FX and EM business and this is an exciting time 

for Kevin to join the team,” said Rig Karkhanis, Deputy Head of Global Markets and Global 

Head of FX & EM. “Kevin will play an instrumental role as we continue to adapt to changing market 

trends.” 

 

 

Nomura 

Nomura is a global financial services group with an integrated network spanning over 30 countries. By connecting 

markets East & West, Nomura services the needs of individuals, institutions, corporates and governments through its 

four business divisions: Retail, Asset Management, Wholesale (Global Markets and Investment Banking), and Merchant 

Banking. Founded in 1925, the firm is built on a tradition of disciplined entrepreneurship, serving clients with creative 

solutions and considered thought leadership. For further information about Nomura, visit www.nomura.com. 
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